
Place a product embedded with Asset Ensurity with others of its kind

We create a geofence around your store, warehouse, or any other location and as long as it's 
inside that geofence, Asset Ensurity will not be triggered

Or any suspicious activity, get instant texts & emails on your pre-configured channels

We'll call you to confirm what happened and will dispatch law enforcement accordingly

With our unique ONE-CLICK tracking, there’s no need to download 
additional software or login to a website to track a moving device. 
Just click on the link and see the perpetrator’s movements live on 
any screen.

This is immensely useful in chase scenarios where every second 
counts. The link can be shared with multiple personnel 
instantaneously and everyone can begin tracking the target.

Asset Ensurity is a small GPS tracker that can be embedded in high-value 
items like luxury handbags and fragrances. It automatically activates when 
motion is detected, relaying the exact location in real time.

Asset Ensurity
Protects and ensures recovery of premium goods

How it works

Place Asset Ensurity with regular merchandise

Use our simple web interface to monitor and set alerts

In case of a burglary or robbery

Our 24/7/365 monitoring center jumps into action

Aided by Asset Ensurity's pin-point accuracy law enforcement officers will be able to 
apprehend the suspect(s) and recover stolen goods

Recovery



Features
•  Customizable form-factor
•  Configurable trigger options, location update frequency, and ‘device online’ ping rates
•  Stores location data even if the cellular signal is lost during tracking
•  No employee training required
•  All data stored for evidential purposes 
•  Text and email notifications
•  24/7/365 monitoring from our UL listed, TMA 5-Diamond facility
•  Reliable after-sales service and customer support

Asset Ensurity uses CAT M1, a 4G technology which draws significantly 
less power than conventional cellular standards. This, along with an 
auto-sleep mode to conserve battery in idle situations, allows the device 
to last for years on a single charge. 

Recharge wirelessly with the inductive charging pad (standard) or via 
any USB wall adapter.
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